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ABSTRACT 

A financial payment vehicle. Such as a charge or credit card, 
provides lower financing terms on purchases that meet speci 
fied criteria (i.e. a minimum threshold transaction amount, a 
purchase from aparticular industry or at particular merchants, 
and/or other enrollment qualifications) and further provides 
standard financing terms for purchases that do not meet the 
criteria. 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
PROCESSING FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS 
SUBJECT TO DIFFERENT FINANCING 

TERMS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a continuation of claims priority 
to and the benefit of, U.S. Ser. No. 10/925,614 filed Aug. 25, 
2004 and entitled “METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
PROCESSING FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS SUBJECT 
TO DIFFERENT FINANCING TERMS,” which is hereby 
incorporated by reference in its entirety. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002. This invention generally relates to automated elec 
trical financial processes, and in particular it relates to funds 
transfers and credit transactions. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003 Consumer credit transactions account for a large 
portion of revenues for credit providers and other financial 
institutions. Most consumer transactions fall within the same 
general range of transaction amounts, and are typically less 
than S1000.00. This is because most consumers are largely 
dissuaded from entering into larger purchases using their 
credit cards due to the standard financing terms applied to 
purchases, which typically include interest charges on out 
standing balances at an annual percentage rate (APR) in the 
range of 1% to 25%, compounded monthly. 
0004) There is presently little opportunity for ordinary 
customers to receive reduced financing terms on their credit 
cards. Some credit card providers offer incentives to adopt 
their credit card to new customers only, in which a lower APR 
may be charged for all purchases for an introductory period of 
time only. However, this opportunity is not provided to exist 
ing customers, and a higher APR is automatically applied 
after the introductory period regardless of the customer's 
payment or credit history. 
0005. In order to receive reduced credit financing at select 
locations only, customers could adopt certain “house credit 
cards. i.e. merchant-specific credit cards, which typically 
offer reduced financing terms (when compared to the stan 
dard terms above) for purchases made using the house card. 
However, the usefulness of such merchant-specific cards is 
extremely limited, since they can not be used at other mer 
chants or establishments. Thus, in order to receive reduced 
credit financing at various locations, many house cards would 
have to be obtained by a customer. Also, the vast majority of 
merchants in the U.S. marketplace do not offer house cards. 
Therefore, there is no opportunity for a customer to receive 
reduced credit financing for transactions involving such mer 
chants. 
0006. Some prior credit programs have sought to intro 
duce reduced financial terms to select purchases, but only if 
merchants performed additional steps in completing such 
transactions. Many merchants were dissuaded from entering 
these types of credit programs because of the additional pro 
cessing required. 
0007 Credit providers receive their revenue from transac 
tion fees that are largely based on purchase amounts, and so 
would benefit from additional revenue that could be obtained 
by offering incentives to customers to enter into larger credit 
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transactions. Accordingly, there is a need for a method and 
apparatus for processing financial transactions subject to dif 
ferent financing terms that addresses certain problems with 
existing technologies. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0008. It is an object of the present disclosure, therefore, to 
introduce a method and apparatus for processing financial 
transactions, such as credit card purchases, that are subject to 
differing financial terms. In one aspect of the disclosure, a 
credit provider processes standard financial transactions 
according to standard financial terms and establishes a credit 
financing program in which qualified financial transactions 
made by qualified purchasers are financed at reduced finan 
cial terms. Transactions may be qualified for reduced financ 
ing, such as same-as-cash financing, based on an amount of 
the financial transaction, an enrollment status of the merchant 
in the credit program now disclosed, and an enrollment status 
of the purchaser in the credit program now disclosed. 
0009. The credit provider may enroll a plurality of mer 
chants for the credit financing program introduced herein, 
whereby the merchants may not be required to process quali 
fied financial transactions in any special manner. Merchants 
may be selected based on an associated industry code, or a 
type of product or service offered by the merchant, or mer 
chants may request enrollment. 
0010. The credit provider may further enroll a plurality of 
qualified purchasers for the credit financing program, based 
on, for example, their credit history. Purchasers may enroll 
for the credit financing program in any standard manner (for 
example, by calling, e-mailing, or otherwise communicating 
with the credit provider) and subsequently be notified of 
merchants, or the like, where qualified purchases may be 
initiated. In certain embodiments, the purchasers may pay a 
one-time or a recurring fee to become enrolled and/or stay 
enrolled in the credit program. In further embodiments, the 
enrollment in the credit program may be co-extensive with 
other known credit rewards programs (such as airline mile 
reward programs) offered by a credit provider. Alternatively, 
participation in the credit program introduced herein may be 
conditioned on foregoing other reward program points for 
qualified transactions. 
0011. The credit provider may approve both standard 
financial transactions and qualified financial transactions in 
the same manner. Such approval may be transmitted directly 
to merchants over any known or contemplated financial trans 
action network, or may be authorized indirectly through third 
party payment processors. In addition, merchants may pro 
cess both standard financial transactions and qualified finan 
cial transactions in the exact same manner. Likewise, the 
credit provider provides payments to the merchant in the 
same manner for both standard and qualified financial trans 
actions. 
0012. At the end of each invoicing period, the credit pro 
vider generates a billing statement for each purchaser having 
an account. The billing statement may include all standard 
financial transactions and any qualified financial transactions 
entered into by the purchaser, with the standard financial 
transactions subject to the standard financing terms and any 
qualified transaction charged according to the reduced financ 
ing terms. The reduced financing charges may be conditioned 
upon complete repayment of the amount of the financial 
transaction within a set period of time, which may typically 
be longer than one standard invoicing period and which may 
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be selectable by the purchaser in certain embodiments. Fail 
ure to meet the repayment condition may result in the pur 
chaser being retroactively assessed the amount due under 
standard financing terms, additional penalties or the like. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0013 Further aspects of the present disclosure will be 
more readily appreciated upon review of the detailed descrip 
tion of its various embodiments, described below, when taken 
in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, of which: 
0014 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary financial 
transaction processing network according to certain embodi 
ments of the present disclosure; 
0015 FIGS. 2 and 3 are a flowchart of an exemplary auto 
mated financial transaction process for transactions with dif 
fering financial payment terms performed over the network of 
FIG 1. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIFIC 
EMBODIMENTS 

0016. A credit program for a transaction payment vehicle 
as introduced herein allows for reduced financing terms to be 
applied to qualified purchases at a variety of different enrolled 
merchants, while applying standard (i.e. typical charge or 
credit card repayment) terms for all other purchases. This 
Solution allows for a participating, qualified customer to use a 
single card to get reduced financing on certain purchases from 
a variety of participating merchants while allowing use of the 
card at other non-participating merchants in a standard man 
ner. Although the payment vehicle will be referenced herein 
in terms of a charge or credit card with universal or broad 
acceptance, such as those offered by AMERICAN 
EXPRESS, it should be readily apparent that the processes 
introduced herein can be adapted for use with a wide variety 
of known payment vehicles (such as radio-frequency identi 
fication (RFID) transponders, Smart cards, debit cards, con 
Venience checks, online or other electronic payment authori 
Zations, or any similar mechanisms or processes that relay 
account details for accomplishing a payment from an 
account) and for any type of account, including, but not 
limited to: any variety of bank accounts, credit card accounts, 
charge card accounts, letters of credit, home equity loans, or 
the like. 
0017. In various embodiments, the payment vehicle and 
associated processes introduced herein will provide custom 
ers with the ability to use the same payment vehicle at a 
variety of merchants and qualify for reduced, or even “same 
as-cash’ (i.e., 0% APR) financing on qualified transactions. 
Additionally, when a purchase does not qualify for financing, 
the purchase will automatically be treated as a standard trans 
action by the credit provider. Customers will automatically be 
billed for standard and qualified purchases according to stan 
dard and reduced financing terms, respectively, and may be 
billed separately for both or on the same billing statement. 
Participating or enrolled merchants will not experience any 
change in the way they process credit transactions using the 
payment vehicle, whether or not such transactions are quali 
fied. 
0018 Referring now to FIGS. 1-3, wherein similar com 
ponents of the present disclosure are referenced in like man 
ner, various embodiments of a method and system for pro 
cessing financial transactions Subject to different financing 
terms are disclosed. 
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0019. The network 100 may be any known type of finan 
cial transaction network over which credit transactions are 
currently completed. Such systems typically include a credit 
provider's server 102, that intercommunicates financial trans 
action and related data with a plurality of merchant servers 
104, either directly or through a third party payment process 
ing server 106 (examples of which are well known in the art). 
For sake of brevity, the processes disclosed herein will be 
discussed in the context of the network 100 shown. However, 
other configurations of the financial transaction network 100, 
including any existing financial transaction networks and the 
hardware associated therewith, may readily be employed. 
0020 Referring now to FIG. 2, therein is depicted an 
exemplary financial transaction process 200 performed 
between a merchant and a credit provider (or other financial 
institution) over the financial transaction network 100. The 
following descriptions of the process 200 presuppose that the 
credit provider has instituted a credit program in which trans 
actions at or above a minimum threshold value (i.e. S1000.00) 
undertaken by enrolled customers with participating mer 
chants may be subject to reduced (i.e., lower) financing terms 
as compared to standard financing terms applied to other 
transactions. 

0021. In certain embodiments, merchants may be enrolled 
in the credit program introduced herein upon their request, 
which may be communicated to the credit provider in any 
standard matter. Alternatively, or in addition thereto, mer 
chants may be offered participation in the credit program as a 
group or automatically enrolled by the credit provider accord 
ing to their industry type or industrial code (such as a Stan 
dard Industrial Classification (SIC) code or the like). A selec 
tion of appropriate industries to which the credit program is 
applied by the credit provider may be based on those indus 
tries where larger purchases are required, including, but not 
limited to: home improvements, personal computer equip 
ment purchases, recreation, vacation packages, and the like. 
The credit program may also be offered or assigned to mer 
chants that do not have their own house cards or similar 
programs. Merchants may also be provided with various 
other incentives to participate in the credit program. In vari 
ous embodiments, merchants may or may not be notified of 
their participation 
0022. Customers may be enrolled in the credit program 
introduced herein by Submitting a request to the credit pro 
vider, or in response to an offer presented by the credit pro 
vider. Customer enrollment may be conditioned upon being 
approved by the credit provider, and Such approval may be 
based on the customer's credit history, purchasing patterns, 
credit risk factors and the like. In various embodiments of the 
disclosed credit program, enrolled customers may be updated 
or periodically notified about merchants with whom qualified 
purchases may be undertaken and the minimum purchase 
amounts required, which may vary from merchant to mer 
chant. Customers may also be notified of the repayment terms 
necessary for receiving reduced financing, such as repayment 
of the balance in full at 0% APR if paid within, for example, 
six months (or other period that is longer than a standard 
invoicing period for the credit provider). The reduced financ 
ing terms offered may alternatively require the repayment of 
equal installments of the transaction amount without interest 
(or at reduced interest) over the requisite repayment period. In 
one example, an invoicing period may be one month for 
standard transactions and the repayment period under the 
credit program may be three months or longer. 
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0023. Other periods of time for invoicing and repayment 
may likewise be used, including providing a range of avail 
able repayment dates and allowing the customer to select a 
desired repayment date from that range. In various embodi 
ments, the repayment date may be changed by the purchaser, 
even after their initial selection or assignment of a repayment 
term or completion of a purchase. In various embodiments, 
the purchaser may choose to extend the repayment period to 
a latter date during the commenced repayment term. Fees 
may be charged for any desired changes in the repayment 
term, and may be based on whether the requested change 
applies to a previous transaction and/or the length of the 
extension of the repayment period requested by the purchaser. 
0024. The credit programs contemplated herein may 
include any of a variety of minimum purchase amounts and 
various repayment terms, other than the examples provided 
above, without departing from the spirit and scope of the 
present disclosure. For instance, it is readily contemplated 
that the credit program’s minimum spend threshold may be 
selectable by customers and/or merchants participating in the 
program, Subject to approval by the credit provider. In one 
example, a customer may receive a longer repayment term for 
selecting a higher threshold minimum spend value. 
0025. The exemplary process 200 commences when a cus 
tomer enters into a financial transaction, such as a credit card 
payment transaction, with a merchant (step 202). The mer 
chant then processes the credit transaction in a standard man 
ner (step 204) and receives an approval from the credit pro 
vider when appropriate. In various embodiments, for 
example, the approval may only be provided when the cus 
tomer's account is in good standing. 
0026. Next, at step 206, the credit provider server deter 
mines whether the transaction qualifies for reduced financing 
terms according to an established credit program as described 
herein. The determination may be based on (1) the amount of 
the transaction compared to a minimum spend threshold of 
the credit program (i.e., S1000.00, or other amounts that may 
be higher than average consumer credit transaction amounts); 
(2) whether the customer is enrolled in the credit program; 
and (3) whether the merchant is enrolled in the credit pro 
gram. Additional factors may also be applied. 
0027. In various embodiments, the determinations are 
made in step 206 without introducing any Substantial delay in 
the standard time it take to approve a transaction. This may be 
done, for example, by making Such determinations after the 
approval process in the initiated transaction, rather than con 
currently therewith, such as at the time of billing statement 
generation. The introduction of any delay in standard 
approval times may deter customers or merchants from par 
ticipation in the credit program, and so are best avoided. 
0028. If any of the requirements of the credit program are 
not satisfied at step 206 above, the process 200 continues to 
step 208 below. If, however, all the requirements for the 
transaction are satisfied, the process 200 instead continues to 
step 210, described later below. 
0029. From step 206 above, when the transaction is not 
qualified, the credit provider processes the transaction in a 
standard manner (step 208). That is, upon confirmation of 
completion of the approved transaction between the merchant 
and the customer, the credit provider charges the transaction 
to the customer's credit account according to standard financ 
ing terms for the account. 
0030. From step 206 above, when the transaction is 
instead a qualified transaction under the credit program, the 
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credit provider processes the transaction according to the 
reduced financing terms (step 210), examples of which were 
previously described. 
0031. From either 208 or 210 above, the credit provider 
transmits payment for the transaction to the merchant (step 
212). In various embodiments, the payment occurs in the 
same manner for both standard and qualified transactions. 
Substantial differences in payment times between processes 
might deter merchants from enrolling in the credit program, 
particularly if the payment process is more complex or 
lengthy for qualified transactions. Accordingly, it may be best 
to process payments to merchants in the same manner for 
standard and qualified transactions. However, in certain 
embodiments, payment terms for qualified transactions may 
be made more beneficial for qualified transactions (for 
example, by charging lower transaction fees or a lowered 
discount rate to the merchant) in order to encourage merchant 
to enroll in the credit program. 
0032. The process 200 then continues to step 214, where 
all standard transactions initiated by the customer are listed 
on the customer's next monthly invoicing statement. The 
standard transactions may be listed with a standard repay 
ment due date and standard financing terms for repayment. 
0033. At step 216, all qualified transactions are listed on 
the billing statement as well with the reduced financing terms 
and a repayment due date for the balance of the qualified 
transaction, which is preferably later than the standard repay 
ment due date above. In certain embodiments, the minimum 
payment due listed on any generated billing statement may 
include the current installment payment due for the qualified 
transaction. The billing statement with the standard and quali 
fied transactions are then sent to the customer for payment. 
0034. At step 218, the credit provider monitors customer 
repayments to determine whether the customer has repaid the 
balance of the qualified transactions in accordance with the 
reduced financing and repayment terms. If requisite repay 
ment of the qualified transaction is timely made by the cus 
tomer, the process 200 ends. If, however, the customer fails to 
repay qualified transaction according to the reduced financing 
terms, then the customer may be charged a penalty (step 220), 
after which the process 200 ends. The penalty may include 
disenrollment from the credit program, as well as charging 
additional fees to the purchaser. Such additional fees may 
include retroactively charging the standard financing rate for 
the unpaid balance or the entire amount of any qualified 
transactions for the time that the transaction remains out 
standing, or charging a rate higher than the standard financing 
rate. 

0035. A credit provider implementing the processes dis 
closed herein may provide flexibility to its customers in mak 
ing large purchases which can be repaid over a period of time 
under reduced financing terms. By implementing Such pro 
cesses, a credit provider may expect increased charge Volume 
previously lost to house cards and the like that offer similar 
terms, and a corresponding increase in revenue from addi 
tional transaction fees generated thereby. Merchants that do 
not have house card programs can benefit simply by enrolling 
with Such credit provider and may continue to process finan 
cial transactions without any change in the way they have 
previously been accomplished. Customers benefit from 
receiving favorable financing terms on qualified purchases at 
a wide variety of merchants without obtaining numerous 
house cards. 0035. In the case of non-credit account trans 
actions (i.e., those involving accounts with positive currency 
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balances and that may take place using a debit card or the 
like), the credit program introduced herein may be modified 
from the descriptions above to allow installment payments to 
be withdrawn from the non-credit account in equal incre 
ments over the repayment period, in place of a single with 
drawal for the full amount the financial transaction as has 
been previously performed for Such transactions. 
0036 Although the best methodologies of the invention 
have been particularly described in the foregoing disclosure, 
it is to be understood that such descriptions have been pro 
vided for purposes of illustration only, and that other varia 
tions both in form and in detail can be made thereupon by 
those skilled in the art without departing from the spirit and 
scope of the present invention, which is defined first and 
foremost by the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method comprising: 
determining, by a qualified financial transaction computer 

based system, if a financial transaction is a qualified 
financial transaction for adjusted financing terms, based 
on an amount of the financial transaction, status of 
enrollment by a merchant and an enrollment status of a 
purchaser, wherein the purchaser uses a transaction 
account authorized by a transaction account provider; 
and 

processing, by the computer-based system, a payment for 
the financial transaction from the transaction account 
provider to the merchant for a standard financial trans 
action and a qualified financial transaction, wherein the 
processing uses only one single network, and a same set 
of components within the only one single network. 

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising receiving 
information from the merchant, wherein the information cor 
responds to the financial transaction between the purchaser 
and the merchant. 

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising charging the 
purchaser, using a single billing statement generated by the 
transaction account provider, for the financial transaction 
according to standard financing terms in response to the deter 
mination that the financial transaction is not qualified for the 
adjusted financing terms. 

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising charging the 
purchaser, using the single billing statement generated by the 
transaction account provider, for the financial transaction 
according to adjusted financing terms in response to the deter 
mination that the financial transaction is qualified for the 
adjusted financing terms. 

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising transmitting 
the payment to the merchant. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the transaction account 
comprises at least one of a charge card, a credit card, a credit 
account, a line of credit, an account transponder, an electronic 
payment, a convenience check, and a debit card. 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the transaction account 
is accepted by a plurality of merchants in a plurality of indus 
tries. 

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the amount of the 
financial transaction is at least equal to a threshold value in 
order for the financial transaction to qualify for the adjusted 
financing terms. 

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the enrollment status of 
the merchant is based on an industry code associated with the 
merchant. 
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10. The method of claim 1, wherein the enrollment status of 
the purchaser is based on a credit history of the purchaser and 
an approved request from the purchaser to participate in the 
qualified financial transaction. 

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the standard financing 
terms comprise a Zero percent interest charge if the amount of 
the financial transaction is repaid by the purchaser within a 
single invoicing period. 

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the standard financing 
terms comprise an annual percentage interestrate from 1% to 
25% of the amount of the financial transaction if the amount 
is not repaid by the purchaser within the single invoicing 
period. 

13. The method of claim 1, wherein the adjusted financing 
terms comprise a Zero percent interest charge on the amount 
of the financial transaction conditioned on full repayment of 
the amount within a period of time that is greater than one 
invoicing period. 

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the invoicing period 
is equal to one month and the period of time for repayment is 
at least equal to three months. 

15. The method of claim 1, further comprising retroac 
tively charging the purchaser for the financial transaction 
according to the standard financing terms if the amount of the 
financial transaction is not repaid within the period of time by 
the purchaser. 

16. The method of claim 1, further comprising processing 
the standard financial transaction according to the standard 
financial terms. 

17. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
approving the standard financial transaction and the quali 

fied financial transaction for the purchaser in a same 
invoicing period; and 

generating abilling Statement including the standard finan 
cial transaction charged according to the standard finan 
cial terms and the qualified financial transaction charged 
according to the reduced financial terms. 

18. The method of claim 1, further comprising charging an 
adjusted discount rate to a merchant for the qualified trans 
action, the adjusted discount rate being less than a standard 
discount rate applied to the standard transaction. 

19. The method of claim 1, further comprising receiving a 
selection of a repayment period for the qualified transaction 
from the purchaser, wherein the adjusted financing terms are 
applied if the amount of the financial transaction is repaid by 
the purchaser within the selected repayment period. 

20. A system comprising: 
a processor configured for processing a qualified financial 

transaction; 
a tangible, non-transitory memory configured to commu 

nicate with the processor, the tangible, non-transitory 
memory having instructions stored thereon that, in 
response to execution by the processor, cause the pro 
cessor to perform operations; 

a determination module in communication with the pro 
cessor and configured to determine if a financial trans 
action is a qualified financial transaction for adjusted 
financing terms, based on an amount of the financial 
transaction, status of enrollment by a merchant and an 
enrollment status of a purchaser, wherein the purchaser 
uses a transaction account authorized by a transaction 
account provider; and 

processing, by the processor, a payment for the financial 
transaction from the transaction account provider to the 
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merchant for a standard financial transaction and a quali 
fied financial transaction, wherein the processing uses 
only one single network, and a same set of components 
within the only one single network. 

k k k k k 


